We use Batyrev-Borisov's formula for the generating function of stringy Hodge numbers of Calabi-Yau varieties realized as complete intersections in toric varieties in order to get closed form expressions for Hodge numbers of Calabi-Yau threefolds in five-dimensional ambient spaces. These expressions involve counts of lattice points on faces of associated Cayley polytopes. Using the same techniques, similar expressions may be obtained for higher dimensional varieties realized as complete intersections of two hypersurfaces.
Introduction
In [1] Batyrev obtained combinatorial formulas for Hodge numbers h 1,1 (X) and h n−1,1 (X) of an n-dimensional Calabi-Yau variety X arising as a hypersurface in a toric variety associated to a reflexive polytope. It is immediate from these formulas that h 1,1 (X) = h n−1,1 (X • ), where X • is Batyrev's mirror of X, and this equality suffices to show that mirror symmetry holds on the level of Hodge numbers for Calabi-Yau 3-folds. However, it is also important to consider higher dimensional Calabi-Yau varieties including singular ones.
Batyrev and Dais, motivated by "physicists Hodge numbers," introduced stringtheoretic Hodge numbers [5] for a certain class of singular varieties. The stringtheoretic Hodge numbers coincide with the regular ones for smooth varieties and with regular Hodge numbers of a crepant desingularization if it exists. Later Batyrev also introduced stringy Hodge numbers [2] for a different class of singular varieties. While stringy and string-theoretic Hodge numbers are not the same, they do agree for the varieties we will be dealing with in this paper, see [7] for further details on relations between them.
Batyrev and Borisov were able to obtain a formula for the generating function of string-theoretic Hodge numbers in the case of complete intersections in toric varieties and show that this function has properties corresponding to mirror symmetry [3] .
While their formula can be used in practice for computing Hodge numbers (as it is done in software PALP [13] ), it is recursive, takes significant time even on computers, and does not provide much qualitative information on particular Hodge numbers. This work was motivated by the desire to obtain, for complete intersections, formulas similar to those for hypersurfaces.
We were able to accomplish this goal in the case of two hypersurfaces intersecting in a five dimensional toric variety, see Theorem 4.1 for arbitrary nef partitions and a simplified expression in Theorem 4.6 for the indecomposable ones. The algorithm allows one to get expressions for h 1,1 for the intersection of two hypersurfaces in a higher dimensional ambient space as well.
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Generating functions for stringy Hodge numbers
In this section we fix the notation, define a nef partition and the generating function for the stringy Hodge numbers of the associated variety. The exposition is based on [3, 6] , where one can also find further properties of the objects in question (the notation there is slightly different, as those authors work with faces of cones, not of supporting polytopes). Since this paper is mostly combinatorial, we will use the generating function to define the stringy Hodge numbers.
Let N ≃ Z n be a lattice of dimension n, M = Hom(N, Z) be its dual lattice, N R = N ⊗ Z R and M R = M ⊗ Z R be the vector spaces spanned by these lattices. Let ∆ ⊂ N R be a reflexive polytope (a bounded convex polytope of dimension n with vertices at lattice points and all facets having integral distance 1 from the origin) and ∆ • ⊂ M R be its polar (the convex hull of inner normals of facets of ∆, normalized to be primitive integral vectors -reflexivity of ∆ implies that ∆ • is also reflexive, hence the name). Let P ∆ be the toric variety corresponding to the fan spanned by faces of (a triangulation of the boundary of) ∆, see, for example, [9] for details on constructing P ∆ .
Let the vertex set V = V (∆) be partitioned into a disjoint union of subsets
with corresponding polytopes ∆ i = Conv(V i , 0). This decomposition determines a nef partition if the Minkowski sum ∆ 1 + · · · + ∆ r is also a reflexive polytope which we will denote by ∇ • , for ∇ ⊂ M R . We say that this nef partition is indecomposable, if the Minkowski sum of any proper subset of
is not a reflexive polytope in the generated sublattice. De-composable nef partitions correspond to products of Calabi-Yau varieties, presented as complete intersections of smaller numbers of hypersurfaces in toric varieties of smaller dimensions.
The associated Cayley polytope P * ⊂ N R × R r of dimension n + r − 1 is given by
where {e i } r i=1 is the standard basis for Z r ⊂ R r . The Cayley polytope supports the Cayley cone C * ⊂ N R × R r of dimension n + r. It is a Gorenstein cone of index r (rP is a reflexive polytope) with dual Cayley cone C ⊂ M R × R r supported on the dual Cayley polytope P .
The intersections of P with affine subspaces given by intersections of hyperplanes x i = 1, x j = 0 for a fixed i ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + r} and all j ∈ {n + 1, . . . ,î, . . . , n + r} are polytopes ∇ 1 , . . . , ∇ r corresponding to the dual nef partition such that ∇ = Conv(∇ 1 , . . . , ∇ r ) and ∆ • = ∇ 1 + · · · + ∇ r . These polytopes determine equations of hypersurfaces in P ∆ and their intersection is a (possibly decomposable and/or singular) Calabi-Yau variety X of dimension n − r.
Faces of the cone C with the inclusion relation form an Eulerian poset with the minimal element the vertex at the origin and the maximal element C itself. It is convenient to use faces of P to index elements of this poset, with ∅ and P representing the vertex of C and C itself respectively. If x is a face of P , we will denote by x ∨ the dual face of P * .
For any Eulerian poset P with the minimum element0 and the maximum element1, if x, y ∈ P with x y we will use notation rk x for the rank of x, the length of the longest chain of element between0 and x, [x, y] = {z ∈ P : x z y} for the subposet of elements between x and y inclusively, and dP = rk1 for the rank of the poset.
If x and y are faces of P with x ⊂ y, then d[x, y] = dim y −dim x, rk x = dim x+1, and it is natural to define here dim ∅ = −1, since dimensions of faces of P are less by one than the dimensions of corresponding faces of C. Definition 2.1. Let P be an Eulerian poset of rank d with the minimal element 0 and the maximal one1.
where
is the truncation operator, and
Proposition 2.2. The B P polynomial defined above has the following properties:
1. The degree of B P (u, v) in v is (strictly) less than dP/2.
3. If P is Eulerian poset associated to faces of a polygon with k vertices/edges, then dP = 3 and
Proof. See [3] , Examples 2.8, 2.9, and Proposition 2.10.
face of a lattice polytope). Let ℓ(F) = |F ∩ N | be the number of lattice points inside F. Let ℓ * (F) be the number of points in the relative interior of F. (For a point both ℓ and ℓ * are equal to 1.) Define functions S F and T F by
We also set S ∅ = 1.
Proposition 2.4. For F = ∅ the functions S F and T F defined above have the following properties:
S F is a polynomial of degree at most d.

T F is a polynomial of degree exactly
Proof. For 1 see [3] , Proposition 3.6 and references there. The next two properties are immediate from the definition. Then 4 and 5 follow from 1-3. For 6 see [6] , Remark 2.15 and references there.
Definition 2.5. The generating function associated to the dual Cayley cone C of a nef partition is
and its coefficients are the stringy Hodge numbers of the Calabi-Yau variety X up to a sign:
Remark 2.6. The formula above is taken from [12] , the original one in [3] is less convenient for actual computations since it includes infinite sums. A similar formula is also given in [6] , but there is a typo -the posets of B-polynomials must be dualized.
Remark 2.7. It is not obvious from the expression for E C that it is a polynomial of degree 2(n − r), although this is so for C coming from a nef partition. On the other hand, the definition of E C makes sense for any (n + r)-dimensional Gorenstein cone of index r and it is conjectured that it is always such a polynomial [6] .
The hypersurface case
In this section we will derive a formula for h 1,1 of a hypersurface Calabi-Yau threefold in the four-dimensional toric variety P ∆ using the generating function. While this formula can be obtained by other means, [1] , it will serve as motivation and demonstration of techniques that will be used for nef partitions in the next section.
Theorem 3.1. Let ∆ be a four-dimensional reflexive polytope. Let X ⊂ P ∆ be a generic anticanonical Calabi-Yau hypersurface. Then
where each sum runs over the faces of ∆ • of the indicated dimensions.
Proof. A hypersurface can be treated in the above framework as a complete intersection with r = 1, P * ≃ ∆, and P ≃ ∆ • . The generating function for n = 4 and r = 1 satisfies the relation
Below, by extensively using Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, we will determine the coefficient of u 3 v 3 in the term corresponding to each pair (x, y) on the right hand side. The reason for concentrating on a "high v-degree" term is that it allows us to deal only with simple B-polynomials corresponding to Eulerian posets of small rank, as we will see below. Note also that for the current case dim y ∨ = 3 − dim y and d[∅, P ] = 5. First of all, observe that terms with B depending on v do not contribute to the coefficient of u 3 v 3 . Indeed, if the v-degree of B is positive, then d[x, y] 3 and we must have dim x 1, y 2, and at least one of these inequalities is strict. Then either both S-polynomials are equal to one or one is equal to one and the other is linear, which means that the product of all these polynomials does not contain a u 3 v 3 term. Next we are going to consider cases with d[x, y] 2 and either x = ∅ or y = P . The reason for separating these cases from the rest is that the degree of S ∅ = S P ∨ = 1 is not bounded by dim ∅ = −1.
Suppose x = ∅ and dim y 1. Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S y ∨ is a polynomial of degree at most 3 − dim y. We see that in the only possible cases for dim y = −1, 0 the contribution to h 1,1 is determined by the third degree term in S y ∨ and we obtain
Suppose dim x 3 and y = P . Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S x is a polynomial of degree at most dim x. We see that in both cases for dim x = 3, 4 the contribution to h 1,1 is determined by the third degree term in S x , however v u 3 must be multiplied by u 6 in order to get u 3 v 3 . We see that this is not possible and there are no contributions to h 1,1 . We consider remaining cases, d[x, y] = 0, 1, 2, with x = ∅ and y = P . Suppose x = ∅, y = P , and x = y. Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S y and S y ∨ are polynomials of degrees at most dim y and 3 − dim y. In order to get v 3 , we need to multiply the leading terms of these polynomials. The u-degree of the v 3 term in the total product will be 1 + dim y − dim y + 3 − dim y = 4 − dim y.
Since we are interested in u 3 terms, we must have dim y = 1. The corresponding contribution is
Suppose x = ∅, y = P , and dim y = 1 + dim x or dim y = 2 + dim x. Then we see that there are no contributions to h 1,1 (X), since the total degree of S-polynomials is at most 2.
Now combining all contributions we obtain (3.1), which completes the proof. Proof. This easily follows from (3.1), if we split ℓ(∆) into the sum of internal points of all of its faces:
Since faces dual to faces of dimension 3 are vertices of ∆, we see that the term in brackets is positive while all others are non-negaive, and if h 1,1 (X) = 1, ∆ must have exactly 5 vertices, i.e. be a simplex.
Remark 3.4. While the number of reflexive polytopes of any fixed dimension is finite (up to GL(Z) action) and there is an algorithm allowing one to construct all of them (realized in PALP [13] ), this number for dimension 5 and higher is so big, that it is practically impossible. However, results similar to the above theorem can allow for construction of all reflexive polytopes corresponding to Calabi-Yau varieties with small Hodge numbers.
The bipartite complete intersection case
In this section we derive the closed form expression for h 1,1 (X) of a bipartite CalabiYau threefold complete intersection in the five-dimensional toric variety P ∆ .
Theorem 4.1. Let ∆ be a five-dimensional reflexive polytope. Let X ⊂ P ∆ be a complete intersection Calabi-Yau threefold corresponding to a fixed nef partition of
∆ with associated dual Cayley polytope P . Then
where sums run over faces of P of indicated dimensions.
Proof. In this case we have the following relation for the generating function: it is easy to see that only for x = ∅, dim y = 2 or dim x = 3, P = y it is possible to have the total v-degree of S x and S y ∨ greater than 2.
Suppose x = ∅ and dim y = 2. Let k(y) be the number of vertices of y. Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S y ∨ is a polynomial of degree at most 3. Its leading coefficient is ℓ * (y ∨ ), thus the contribution to h 1,1 is
Suppose dim x = 3 and y = P . Let k(x) be the number of vertices of x ∨ . Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S x is a polynomial of degree at most 3. We that terms with v 4 have u-degree 2 or 3, thus there is no contribution into h 1,1 . Next we are going to consider cases with d[x, y] 2 and either x = ∅ or y = P . The reason for separating these cases from the rest is that the degree of S ∅ = S P ∨ = 1 is not bounded by dim ∅ = −1.
where S y ∨ is a polynomial of degree at most 5 − dim y. We see that in all three cases for dim y = −1, 0, 1 the contribution to h 1,1 is determined by the fourth degree term in S y ∨ and we obtain
Suppose dim x 4 and y = P . Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S x is a polynomial of degree at most dim x. We see that in all three cases for dim x = 4, 5, 6 the contribution to h 1,1 is determined by the fourth degree term in S x , however v u 4 must be multiplied by u 8 in order to get u 4 v 4 . We see that this is not possible and there are no contributions to h 1,1 . We consider remaining cases, d[x, y] = 0, 1, 2, with x = ∅ and y = P . Suppose x = ∅, y = P , and x = y. Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S y and S y ∨ are polynomials of degrees at most dim y and 5 − dim y. Consider degree α term in S y , 0 α dim y. In order to get v 4 we need to multiply it by degree 4 − α term from S y ∨ , 0 4 − α 5 − dim y. Then the u-degree of the this product with u 1+dim y will be 1 + dim y − α + 4 − α = 5 + dim y − 2α. Since we are interested in u 4 terms, possible values for (dim y, α) satisfying all the restrictions are (1,1) and (3, 2) . The corresponding contributions are
Suppose x = ∅, y = P , and dim y = 1 + dim x. Then the corresponding term of the generating function is
where S x and S y ∨ are polynomials of degrees at most dim x and 4 − dim x. In order to get v 4 , we need to multiply the leading terms of these polynomials. The u-degree of the v 4 term in the total product will be 1 + dim x − dim x + 4 − dim x = 5 − dim x or greater by 1. Since we are interested in u 4 terms, possible values for dim x are 1 and 2. The corresponding contributions are
Suppose x = ∅, y = P , and dim y = 2 + dim x. Then we see that there are no contributions to h 1,1 , since the total degree of S-polynomials is at most 3. Now let's combine all the contributions:
Observe, that terms (4.1) and (4.7) can be naturally combined, since the first one contains the number of vertices of a 2-face y, while the second one sums over internal points of all edges of each 2-face y. Therefore, the total contribution of these two terms is
where ℓ(y) − ℓ * (y) is the number of boundary points of y. This leads us to the stated formula for h 1,1 (X) and completes the proof.
Lemma 4.2. In the notation of Theorem 4.1, we have
Proof. The same type of argument as for the proof of the theorem (but shorter).
Corollary 4.3. In the notation of Theorem 4.1, if the nef partition is indecomposable, the following relations hold:
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 4.2, since we know that h 3,3 (X) = 1 and h 2,3 (X) = h 3,2 (X) = 0. Now we use this corollary to prove the following result. Proof. First, let y be a vertex. Then ℓ * (y) = 1 and we need to show that ℓ * (y ∨ ) = 0. Note that y ∨ is a 5-dimensional facet of P * . Then either y ∨ is one of the polytopes ∇ 1 or ∇ 2 of the dual nef partition and it does not have an interior point, since the nef partition is indecomposable ( [6] , Corollary 6.12), or y ∨ has non-empty intersection with both ∇ 1 and ∇ 2 . In the latter case consider the projection of N R × R 2 ⊃ P * onto the second factor. Then the image of y ∨ is the line segment from (1, 0) to (0, 1), which does not have interior points. Therefore, in any case ℓ * (y ∨ ) = 0 as desired. Now from relations (4.9) and (4.10) we conclude the result for dim y 2, but then for dim y 3 it follows by symmetry.
Remark 4.5. Relation (4.11) follows from Lemma 4.4 and Pick's formula. Indeed, let y be a face of P of dimension 2, such that ℓ * (y ∨ ) = 0, then we know that ℓ * (y) = 0. Then the area of y is A(y) = ℓ(y)/2 − 1 and
but the number of boundary points of y is 2ℓ(y), thus ℓ * (2 · y) = ℓ(y) − 3. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.4.
Relations with other results
It would be desirable to have a geometric interpretation for each term of the obtained expressions for Hodge numbers and, in particular, to be able to identify the toric component of h 1,1 (X), given by images of the toric-invariant divisors of the ambient space or, equivalently, the polynomial part of h 2,1 (X), corresponding to polynomial deformations of the complete intersection in the ambient space. (In the hypersurface case this extra information follows "for free" from the proof of Batyrev's formulas for the Hodge numbers.) While there is an algorithm for computing the toric part of the cohomology ring (see [8] , for example), it does not give directly a "closed form" expression for its dimension. Also Borisov and Mavlyutov have constructed complete stringy cohomology spaces in [7] for semiample hypersurfaces in toric varieties and perhaps their techniques may be used in complete intersection case as well. It would also be interesting to compare the result of Theorem 4.6 with the previously known formulas for Hodge numbers of complete intersections obtained by Batyrev and Borisov in [4] . They have considered a special case when all divisors corresponding to the nef partition in the non-resolved variety (i.e. the variety corresponding to ∆ without triangulation of the boundary) are ample. 1 Their formulas restricted to our case are given below, although we were not yet able to match all terms with ours. Definition 5.1. A lattice polytope ∆ ′ is a Minkowski summand of another lattice polytope ∆ if there exist µ ∈ Z >0 and a lattice polytope ∆ ′′ such that µ∆ = ∆ ′ +∆ ′′ .
If the divisors given by polytopes ∇ i are ample in P ∆ (before partial resolution corresponding to a triangulation of ∂∆), then ∆ • is a Minkowski summand of ∇ i for all i, all these polytopes are combinatorially equivalent, and each face θ of ∆ • decomposes into Minkowski sum θ = i θ i , where θ i is a face of ∇ i of the same dimension as θ. In this case, the nef-partition is necessarily irreducible and Theorem 4.6 is applicable. Another way to compute Hodge numbers in this case is the following result.
Corollary 5.2. Let ∆ be a five-dimensional reflexive polytope. Let X ⊂ P ∆ be a complete intersection Calabi-Yau threefold corresponding to a fixed nef partition of ∆ with ample divisors corresponding to polytopes ∇ i of the dual nef partition. Then
where the sums are over faces of ∆ of indicated dimensions, θ * is the face of ∆ • dual to θ, and θ * = θ * 1 + θ * 2 is the decomposition into Minkowski sum with θ * i being a face of ∇ i .
Proof. Follows from Corollary 8.4 in [4] , restricting to dim ∆ = 5 and dim X = 3.
Examples
In this section we apply our formula to several simplices and non-simplices ∆ with the corresponding h 1,1 (X) equal and not equal to 1. The reflexive polytopes considered here were taken from the data supplements to [11] . Remark 6.5. As can be seen from these and a few other examples, none of the terms in our formula vanishes identically.
